Morris & Sword Dance Side Contact Information

This information was copied and reformatted from Jeff Bigler's original site. The “Last modified” times on the files were edited to reflect when the information was actually submitted.

Site Layout

The site layout has been changed so that each side has its own page with detailed information. This page is simply a collection of links to those detailed pages.

Editing or Creating Entries

This wiki is set up so that anyone can create an account. However, because of large amounts of spam created by bots, accounts must be verified in order to create and edit pages. If you are a person who is creating or editing information on behalf of a morris side, send me an email, to <fc #ff0000>jeff</fc> at the name of this domain (without the “wiki.” in front of it), telling me enough about you (such as which side(s) you are a member of, etc.) to verify that you are legitimately connected with a morris side.

To edit your information:

1. Log in. You will need to register for an account if you do not already have one. (Use the links in the upper right corner of the page.)
2. Send me an email, to <fc #ff0000>jeff</fc> at the name of this domain (without the “wiki.” in front of it), asking for edit access.

Once I reply, letting you know that you have been granted access:

1. If there is no entry for your side on this page (you're adding a new entry), click the “Edit this page” tab to add an entry in the appropriate section of the alphabet. (You can copy the format from the other listings.) Click the “Save” button at the bottom of the editing area. (You will need to answer a simple maths problem in order to save the page.)
2. Click on your side's name to go to its entry. If you are creating a new entry, the name will appear in red. If you are editing an existing entry, the name will appear in green.
3. Click the pencil icon (“Create/Edit this page”) at the right. (If you are creating a new page, DokuWiki should start you out with a template.) Edit the information as appropriate, and click “Save” below the editing area when you are finished. (You will need to answer a simple maths problem in order to save the page.)

Note that this site uses a math problem-based CAPTCHA in order to discourage bots. You will have to answer a simple maths question in order to log in or save pages.
List of Morris & Sword Sides
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Morris Men, (UK) Frog Island Morris, Gravesend, Kent (UK) Frome Valley Morris, West Stafford, Dorchester, Dorset (UK) Full Moon Morris, Pontypool, South Wales (UK) Furness Clog Dancers, Kirkby in Furness, Cumbria (UK) Furness Morris Men, (UK) Fylde Coast Cloggers, Lytham St Annes, Lancashire (UK)
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Norwich, Norfolk (UK) **Not For Joes**, New London, Connecticut (USA)
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Quayside Cloggies, Poole, Dorset (UK) Queen Anne's Lace, Albany, New York (USA) Queen Emma's, Witney, Oxfordshire (UK) Queens Capers Morris Dancers, Charlotte, North Carolina (USA) Queen's Oak Morris, Stony Stratford, Buckinghamshire (UK) Quicksbottom Morris, Victoria, British Columbia (Canada)
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Seabright Morris and Sword, Santa Cruz, California (USA) Seattle Morris, Seattle, Washington (USA) Seneca Creek Sword, Gaithersburg, Maryland (USA) Sergeant Musgraves Dance, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire (UK) The Seven Champions Molly Dancers, Mereworth, Kent (UK) Seven Stars Sword and Step Dancers, Wigan, Lancashire (UK) The Shakespeare Morris Men of Stratford-upon-Avon, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire (UK) Shalesbrook Morris, Danehill, West Sussex (UK)

Morris and Sword Dancers, Swansea, South Wales (UK) Swindon Morrismen, Swindon, Wiltshire (UK) A Sworded Affair, Burlington, Vermont (USA) Swords of Gridlock, Berkeley, California (USA) Sydney Morris Men, Sydney, NEW SOUTH WALES (Australia)
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Underground Morris, Charlottesville, Virginia (USA) Upstreet Morris, Essex, (UK) Uptown-On-Calhoun, Minneapolis, Minnesota (USA) Het Utrechts Morris Team (UMT), Utrecht, Utrecht (Netherlands) Uttoxeter Heart of Oak Morris Men, (UK)
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Vancouver Morris Men, Vancouver, British Columbia (Canada) Velocirapper, Sudbury, Massachusetts (USA) Victory Morris, Portsmouth, HAMPSHIRE (UK) Village Green Morris Men, Winnipeg, Manitoba (Canada) Vineyard Swordfish, West Tisbury, Massachusetts (USA) Vintage Morris, Blenheim, Marlborough (NZ) Vorpal Sword, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota (USA)
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Wadard Morris Men, (UK) Wake Robin Morris, Amherst, Massachusetts (USA) Wakefield Morris